Chapter 3 Legal II: Asylum

1. Strategies for interpreting in asylum interviews (page ref. 93)

1.1 Communication management: Home Narratives

Home Narratives refer to an aspect of the personal interview in the asylum procedure in which an applicant provides details about the situation that has led him/her to leave the region or country. These home narratives perform a sense-making function for the applicant among others (see Blommaert 2001) and it is important for the interpreter to avoid unnecessarily disrupting the telling process through interruptions. This is why effective note-taking and communication management skills are needed.

Possible approaches:

1. Set ground rules at the start of the interview: the interpreter asks the interviewing officer’s permission to explain to the applicant how s/he proposes to interact to ensure details of the claim are conveyed clearly and comprehensively.

2. Develop strategies for intervening with minimal disruption, such as:

   • identifying shifts in the narrative between local and global levels of detail and signalling to the applicant that you wish to interpret that part before continuing;
   • building in pauses to double check proper names and spellings as they arise;
   • building in flexibility: even if interactional preferences and parameters are set at the start of the interview, there is a possibility that interviewees will forget about them quickly as the stress of the process is felt.

1.2 Note-taking strategies

In home narratives where timescales, agents and relationships may seem confusing on initial presentation, interpreters can assist recall by developing strategies to emphasize these aspects in the note-taking process. Here is an example of notes from the extract in Chapter 3 of Dialogue Interpreting. Compare this example to your own set of notes based on the text extract in Chapter 3. Consider ways both sets could be improved to signal the shift in topic or narrative.

Click here to view the note-taking sample

Additional resources
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2. Guidance on introductory sequences in interviews involving children (see Dialogue Interpreting p.142)


I am glad that you are here today, and that your friend Mr. (Ms.) [name of support person, if any] is here with you. Do you know what we are going to do today? We are going to talk about why you left [name of country of origin], and why you may not want to go back there. As we talk, we will both have jobs. My job is to understand what happened to you. But I need your help. Your job is to help me to understand by telling me as much as you can remember, even the little things.

I will be asking you a few questions today. Some questions will be easy, but other questions you might not understand. It is OK if you do not understand a question. Just tell me that you do not understand and I will ask the question some other way. But please do not guess or make anything up. If you do not know the answer to the question, that is OK too. Just tell me that. No one can remember everything. There are no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers to any of my questions.

As we talk today, I will write down what we say because what you tell me is important. Do not get nervous about my taking notes. Later, if I forget what we said, I can look it up.

I understand that you may be nervous or scared to tell me about what happened to you. I will not tell anyone in [name of country of origin] about what you tell me today. Also, none of your friends or, if you want, family here in the [receiving country] will know anything about what you tell me.

Before we start, do you have any questions that you would like to ask me? Or is there anything that you want to tell me? If you think of something while we are talking, let me know. If you have to go to the bathroom or want to stop for a while, also let me know.

Activity
The opening statement above is written from the perspective of a monolingual interview. If you were to interpret the statement, consider:

- Issues that might arise as a result of the interpreter’s presence in the room
- Any recommendations on adjusting the text for an interpreted event
- Strategies for negotiating your involvement with the interviewer to ensure that appropriate reassurances are made about the interpreter’s involvement in the interview process
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